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2 Project Title

The proposed area of research for this project is in network security and �rewall
rule generation. The proposed title is: Automated �rewall rule set generation
through passive tra�c inspection.

3 Background

ACM Classi�cation System (1998) C.2.0 Security and protection
Introducing �rewalls and other choke point controls in existing networks is

often problematic, because in the majority of cases there is already production
tra�c in place that cannot be interupted. This often necessitates the time
consuming manual analysis of network tra�c in order to ensure that when a new
system is installed, there is no disruption to legitimate �ows. To improve upon
this situation it is proposed that a system facilitating network tra�c analysis
and �rewall rule set generation is developed.

4 Aim of project

To facilitate network tra�c analysis and �rewall rule generation by developing
a system that automatically analyses the existing network tra�c over a period
of time and proposes a set of �rewall rules to match the observed tra�c. The
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proposed rules can then consequnetly be further re�ned by the network ad-
ministrator, thus essentially eliminating the need for tedious manual analysis,
allowing for faster and possibly more accurate turnaround in the deployment of
new �rewalling solutions. This should also result in decreased risk to organisa-
tions deploying such solutions.

5 Intended outcome

A working system or series of tools that facilitate(s) the analysis of either live
tra�c �ow or a recorded pcap trace �le. The output of the tra�c analyser
should be useable as input to a tool such as fwbuilder, which would allow for
cross platform deployment. Ideally the resultant tool chain should be cross
platform and be able to run on Unix-like and windows systems. Main target
platforms and their corresponding �rewall solutions are FreeBSD and ipfw and
pf, Linux and iptables and ip chains, Windows and its �rewall policies and Cisco
IOS and its ACLs.

Rules should be scored in terms of their percentage contribution to the tra�c
composition. A user should be able to select from matching at the following sorts
of granularity:

IP IP communications

Protocol Level TCP, UDP, ESP etc

Port level

ICMP including subtypes should also be able to be matched.

6 Intended approach

The system shall be implemented as a classic client - server process, with the
tra�c analyser as the server and the GUI / rule generator as the client part.
Because most machines to be chosen as future choke points are not likely to be
desktop machines, this architecture does allow the the tra�c analyzer to run on
machines without desktop capabilities, such as rack mounted servers without X.
The tra�c analyser shall be implemented using libpcap, the de facto standard
for packet capture and analysis across platforms (WinPcap on Windows). The
GUI / Rule generator shall be implemented using the Qt widget set. The use of
pcap and Qt and the fact that most work is to be done in a Unix environment
infers the use of C/C++.

Due to the potentially very large data sets processed by the analyser, it
is necessary to temporarily store its output in a database and have the rule
generator work on data obtained from it. A particularily interesting database
for this job is PostgreSQL, because of its native support for an IP data type.
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7 Project progression time line

Duration Activity

4 weeks research period
4 weeks tra�c analyzer (rapid prototype)
2 weeks tra�c analyzer (code cleanup / rewrite)
1 week tra�c analyzer (porting)
3 weeks GUI - Front end development
1 week GUI - Front end (porting)
1 week package creation

writeup

8 Expected results

A fully functional cross platform system, running stable on at least the two
mainly targeted platforms, FreeBSD and Windows that integrates �uently with
Firewall Builder.

9 Possible extensions

The package could be further re�ned to produce optimized rule sets, that for
example pass the highest volume tra�c through the fewest rules. This could
be done by analyzing the meta data the system will provide. Another possible
extension is the inclusion of an intrusion detection and prevention system such
as snort, and consequently its automatic con�guration. Finally a web based or
other alternative front ends to the analyzer could be developed.
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